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GREEKTOWN CASINO-HOTEL BRINGS WORLD’S FIRST LIVE-DEALER ELECTRONIC TABLE
GAMES ARENA TO DETROIT
Synergy Table Games features revolutionary high-energy, interactive approach to gaming

Editor’s Note: Images and video of Synergy Table Games are available here.

November 17, 2016 (DETROIT) – Interactive gamers rejoice, Greektown Casino-Hotel is bringing a revolutionary
new experience to Detroit. On November 18, 2016, the casino unveils Synergy Table Games, an arena style
adventure that fuses high-energy dealer entertainment, live-DJs, pulsating lights and music, social interaction
and giant video displays for a modernized approach to gaming. Synergy is the first of its kind in the world.
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Located on the upper level of the casino near Fringe Bar, Synergy features automated, video and live-dealer
generators for four different game options: Blackjack, Roulette, Craps and Baccarat. It boasts 48 connected play
stations with 27-inch video display screens and multi-game capability, all situated in a space reminiscent of a
stadium. A massive video wall displays each game’s progress and statistics. Players have the option to game
socially with friends while messaging one another from their electronic play station, or they can enjoy a solo
electronic table game experience.
Greektown Casino-Hotel is the first casino to offer luxury gaming manufacturer Interblock’s Pulse technology
with live-dealers.
“Synergy is an industry game-changer,” said Jason Gregorec, chief executive officer and general manager,
Greektown Casino-Hotel. “We are the first casino in the world to combine Interblock’s electronic table games
technology with live-dealers for a brand new gaming experience. Our guests are going to love this!”

Greektown Casino-Hotel also recently completed a $70 million renovation, adding a state-of the-art HVAC
system for enhanced air quality, new technology and gaming options for guests, advanced LED lighting
throughout the property and beautifully upgraded interiors.
# # #
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About Greektown Casino-Hotel
Greektown Casino-Hotel is located in downtown Detroit’s historic Greektown Entertainment District. The
property features approximately 3,000 gaming machines, 70 table games, a 12-table poker room, three
restaurants, five quick-serve food outlets, three bars and a coffee shop. In addition, the urban casino boasts a
AAA Four Diamond 400-room, luxury high-rise hotel with 10,000 square feet of meeting space. Greektown
Casino-Hotel employs more than 1,900 team members and has partnered with nearly 20 local restaurants to
offer fine dining rewards to guests. JACK Entertainment LLC, formerly Rock Gaming LLC, is the corporate gaming
affiliate of Greektown Casino-Hotel. For more information, visit GreektownCasino.com.
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